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OFDM Towards Fixed and Mobile Broadband Wireless AccessArtech House Publishers, 2007
Presenting the state of the art in broadband wireless access technology,   this unique resource methodically presents the fundamentals of OFDM(A)   technology--the cornerstone of the next generation of broadband wireless   access offerings. In addition, this book succinctly depicts the future   landscape of mobile broadband wireless access and the...
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Wireless Communication Technologies: New Multimedia SystemsSpringer, 2000
Wireless Communication Technologies: New Multimedia Systems is based on a selection of the best papers presented at the recent International Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC '99). All of the papers have been extended into full chapters, critiqued, and edited into a unified and structured book.  Contributions to...
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Third Generation Systems and Intelligent Wireless Networking: Smart Antennas and Adaptive ModulationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Third-Generation Systems and Intelligent Wireless Networking studies the network capacity gains that can be achieved with the advent of adaptive antenna arrays and adaptive modulation techniques in both FDMA / TDMA and CDMA based mobile cellular networks. The employment of adaptive antennas has numerous benefits and advantages. These...
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Signal Processing for Wireless CommunicationsMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Master the Signal Processing Concepts and Techniques Needed  to Design and Operate Any Wireless Communications Network
Signal Processing for Wireless Communications offers communications engineers an application-focused guide to the essential concepts and techniques of wireless signal processing. This comprehensive...
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Telecommunications Essentials, Second Edition: The Complete Global Source (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2006
Telecommunications Essentials, Second Edition, provides a comprehensive overview of the rapidly evolving world of telecommunications. Providing an in-depth, one-stop reference for anyone wanting to get up to speed on the $1.2 trillion telecommunications industry,...
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RF & Wireless Technologies (Newnes Know It All)Newnes, 2007
RF & wireless technology enables laptops, cell phones, portable video games and much more - engineers can "Know It All with Newnes!"     

       The Newnes Know It All Series takes the best of what our authors have written to create hard-working desk references that will be an engineer's first port of call for key...
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Communication Systems Engineering (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2001


	The objective of this book is to provide an introduction to the basic principles in the

	analysis and design of communication systems. It is primarily intended for use as a text

	for a first course in communications, either at a senior level or at a first-year graduate

	level.

	Thorough coverage of basic digital communication...
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3G Evolution, Second Edition: HSPA and LTE for Mobile BroadbandAcademic Press, 2008

	Reflecting the recent completion of LTE's specification, the new edition of this bestseller has been fully updated to provide a complete picture of the LTE system. The latest LTE standards are included on the radio interface architecture, the physical layer, access procedures, MBMS, together with three brand new chapters on LTE...
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OFDMA System Analysis and Design (Artech House Mobile Communication Series)Artech House Publishers, 2010

	In late 2001, Bill Gates was having dinner with a group of journalists on the night
	before Microsoft’s launch of the Windows XP operating system. At that time, the
	dotcom crash was just unfolding, and during dinner, Bill Gates said (correctly) that
	the dotcom bubble was a distraction and caused a lot of money to be wasted on...
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Digital Audio Broadcasting: Principles and Applications of Digital RadioJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The new digital radio system Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) nowadays often called Digital Radio is a very innovative and universal multimedia broadcast system which will replace the existing AM and FM audio broadcast services in many parts of the world in the near future. DAB is well suited for mobile reception and provides very high...
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Radio System Design for Telecommunication (Wiley Series in Telecommunications and Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Step-by-step tutorial to master current design techniques for wireless communication systems


	The Third Edition of Radio System Design for Telecommunications brings this highly acclaimed book fully up to date with the latest technological advances and new applications. At the same time, the hallmarks of the previous...
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Digital Compensation for Analog Front-Ends: A New Approach to Wireless Transceiver DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The desire to build lower cost analog front-ends has triggered interest in a new domain of research. Consequently the joint design of the analog front-end and of the digital baseband algorithms has become an important field of research. It enables the wireless systems and chip designers to more effectively trade the communication performance with...
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